Carbon Market Data and ZE PowerGroup Inc.® Sign Data Licensing Agreement
London, England/Vancouver, BC – 16 July, 2009 – Carbon Market Data, the global provider of
emissions data, and ZE PowerGroup Inc., the developer of the award winning data management
solution, ZEMA, announced today that they have entered into a data distribution agreement. This
agreement means the energy industry will have access to Carbon Market Data’s key emissions
information through the ZEMA Product Suite.
“It is always great entering into a relationship with an information provider that has type of data
clients are searching for; especially data that is essential to the development of carbon markets
worldwide”, commented Waleed El-Ramly COO, Product Development for ZE PowerGroup,
adding that, “by combining their emissions data with the other commodity data that we collect
such as power, financial, natural gas and oil prices it creates a very compelling solution for
companies that are active in the energy markets”
Cédric Bleuez, Managing Director of Carbon Market Data concurred, saying “This agreement
provides another avenue for people in need of emissions data to access it through systems which
they are already familiar with. We plan to continue expanding our data offerings as new carbon
markets are launched”
The agreement between ZE and Carbon Market Data makes it easy for clients of Carbon Market
Data to take advantage of the full power of the ZEMA Suite of Products. ZEMA users will be able
to easily access and aggregate the data provided by Carbon Market Data and perform analysis
using ZEMA’s analytic capabilities.

About Carbon Market Data
Carbon Market Data is a market data vendor and carbon market research company, which offers
information, consulting and technology services to a wide range of organisations in the world. The
company was founded in early 2006 and is a pioneer in the domain of carbon market data supply.
Their carbon information platforms can be accessed or integrated directly into third parties'
information systems. Carbon Market Data also provides raw data which are integrated into their
clients' trading platforms and analysis tools.
About ZE PowerGroup Inc. ®
ZE is an experienced software and strategic consulting firm that combines energy industry
expertise with advanced software development capability. The company possesses deep industry
knowledge and comprehensive operational experience.
About ZEMA™ Product Suite
The ZEMA Product Suite is the pairing of a massive self populating energy database with an
advanced set of web based tools that help you manage, view, analyze and easily distribute
market intelligence within your organization.

